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ABSTRACT 

The primary objective of this proposed 

work is to implement elliptical curve 

cryptography with matrix mapping 

techniques and knapsack algorithm for 

information encryption and decryption in 

nodes of Wireless Sensor Networks. In 

this paper  through mapping  method  

there is complication to guess  the  

phrases  as  it does  not  show any  

regularity and  knapsack algorithm  

avoids brute drive  attack by growing  

confusions. The modules are integrated to 

perform matrix mapping, Knapsack 

encryption, knapsack decryption and de 

mapping. Verilog language is used for 

coding and simulation  is  completing  on  

Xilinx  ISE 13.4 and  Spartan 6, Kintex 5 

and Artix 7  FPGAs are used  as  the  

hardware. The complete crypto process is 

executed with frequency of 503.702MHz. 

No Maximum combinational path delay 

is found in the implementation of 

modules. In comparison with previous 

works the area utilization in this work is 

very less, thus satisfying the resource 

constraints‟ of wireless sensor nodes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

The problem of securing Wireless 

Sensor Networks (WSNs) has been one 

of the challenging research areas in the 

field of network security. In Embedded 

system market, WSNs applications have 

greater share with promising future. 

WSNs are deployed in many real-world 

applications, including Ambient 

Intelligence and Ubiquitous Computing. 

Owing to scarcity of energy, unsecure 

channel and intensive mathematical 

operations of asymmetric cryptographic 

primitives, it is difficult to realize secure 

WSNs. Due to these exclusive challenges, 

security of WSNs become a very 

important topic in the research area. 

Many mechanisms are explored to 

provide security for WSNs [1] [2] [3]. 

 
Security of the information is 

significant issue; cryptography takes an 

important place in exchanging of 

information by secure way. There have 

been numerous efforts to secure 

applications efficiently, engaging a 

various choice of security techniques. 

The resource constrained nodes are 

subjected to issues with, latency, power 

consumption, and processor usage and 

memory requirements. There is 

continuously a resource consumption 

trade-off exists when flexibility in the 

levels of security is invoked for different 

applications [4]- [11].  
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Consequently, a fundamental of 

effective cryptography scheme is 

designing system with less key size. Size 

of the parameter is the chief advantage 

over RSA, because ECC delivers high 

computational protection than RSA in 

small number of bits only.   

 Static and dynamic mapping are two 

methods in Mapping of character into 

points on the curve. Static mapping 

accomplishes, for the same x-y 

coordinates it maps the same characters 

of the different words, the points 

generated is also same when encrypted. 

With the use of trial and error process 

third person interpret the message in this 

technique. With this technique secret of 

message transformation is low.  

 

The dynamic mapping performs, for 

the different points of curve maps the 

different characters. This methodology is 

composite for a hacker to find out which 

point is taken for which character. 

However mapping process making use of 

matrix process in this work ensures the 

security for the data. Due to the fact this 

process avoids the regularity within the 

resulting encrypted textual content. 

Therefore this method strengthens the 

cryptosystems and provides better 

efficiency.   

 
Comparison of knapsack algorithm and 

RSA algorithm exhibits that, knapsack 

algorithm is improved because it is highly 

sophisticated and it is having high 

complexity. This algorithm diminishes 

brute force attack from a hacker by 

introducing confusions. 

 
The advantages of using 

Reconfigurable Hardware FPGA for 

security algorithm implementations are 

Algorithm agility, Algorithm upload, 

Architecture efficiency, Resource 

efficiency, Algorithm modification, 

Throughput, Cost efficiency. Public Key 

Cryptography algorithms are the most 

promising schemes with respect to energy 

and time consumption, which makes it 

very suitable for data encryption in WSN. 

Conventional methods are measured to be 

too expensive for computational 

implementation in WSNs. To address this 

problem, there has been a lot of research 

into employing Public key infrastructures 

for WSNs. Given the deficiency of the 

resources for securing WSNs, attention 

was placed on the asymmetric key 

algorithms.  

 
LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
A key pre-distribution scheme for 

WSNs described in Shaila et al., [7].  Roy 

et al., [8] demonstrates appropriate 

scheduling for performing point addition 

and doubling in a pipelined data path of 

the ECSMA. Houssain et al., [9] delivers 

study of Elliptic Curve Cryptography 

(ECC) and hardware implementations 

with normal basis representation over GF 

(2m) in WSN. Rahuman et al., [10][11] 

offer Lopez-Dahab Elliptic Curve Point 

Multiplication algorithm. Hassan et al., 

[12-15] explore hardware/software co-

design technique to understand a scalable 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) 

processor. 

 

Extreme safety of the Encrypted 

message is offered by a rapid mapping 

procedure i.e. matrix mapping. Encrypt 

and decrypt operation most effectively 

takes place on the curve but not using 

message in ECC. The points on elliptical 
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curve are mapped by the character and by 

using Elgamal encryption algorithm 

perform encryption and decryption 

operation. Geetha et. al., [15] takes up 

only Elgamal encryption on FPGA.  

 
In the finite field GF (p) alphabetic 

message is transformed into points on 

elliptical curve to perform encryption and 

decryption making use of knapsack 

algorithm. This method increases the 

security by avoiding the brute force 

attack by developing confusions to the 

third person [16] and the implementation 

is not carried out on FPGA.   

 
Table 1.Comparison work previous works 

with proposed work 

 
 

In [1] it is defined about how the ECC 

is better than RSA in security of the data. 

Relating to RSA, key enchantment of 

ECC is, in small number of bit also offers 

same level of protection, it decreases 

processing complexity. The point 

operations are appreciated in performing 

encryption and decryption operations 

[17].  Guarantee the confidentiality of the 

messages can be achieved by using the 

matrix mapping method. Strength of the 

cryptosystem is increased by this 

mapping system [18][19].  ECC in 

cellular Wi-Fi and other applications is an 

important public key cryptography [20].   

 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Today many of the ECC systems are 

prepared. All are prefer only the system 

that should consume less power. Many of 

ECC systems designed with 

microprocessor having there is no 

compatibility with the instruction set and 

data path of the microprocessor and the 

finite field of the ECC system. Our goal 

is to design the system that should 

consume less power, and minimum area 

and less in memory usage. 

 

Static mapping performs, for the same 

x-y coordinates it maps the same 

characters of the different words, for 

these points generated is also same when 

encrypted. The dynamic mapping 

performs, for the different points of curve 

maps the different characters. This 

methodology is complex for a hacker to 

find out which point is taken for which 

character.  This system avoids the 

regularity within the resultant encrypted 

message, strengthens the crypto system 

and offers better performance. Comparing 

with RSA,  ECC has an  advantages 

considering that  it  supplies  equal  

degree  of  security even  for a  small  key  

dimension.  .  

 

CONTRIBUTION 

Utilization of shorter key length in 

ECC is highly suitable for the wireless 

sensor node by consuming less power, 

minimum area and minimum bandwidth. 

Because of its hardware realization and 

software efficiency ECC is more efficient 

than RSA. In this work, a matrix mapping 

methodology and knapsack algorithm is 

implemented. In matrix mapping 

procedure   transfer of all alphabetic 

character into points on elliptic curve is 

defined. Encryption and decryption of 
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mapping points is employed through 

knapsack algorithm. In this proposed 

work mapping  method  there is 

complicated to guess  the  phrases  

through it does  no longer  show any  

regularity and  knapsack algorithm  

avoids brute drive  attack by  growing 

confusions. The language used to code 

these modules is Verilog. The modules 

are integrated to receive matrix mapping, 

Knapsack encryption, knapsack 

decryption and de mapping. 

 

ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOGR 

APHY 
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is a 

public-key cryptosystem that functions 

over points on an elliptic curve [20][21]. 

ECC operate directly on large integers. 

ECC is more efficient than other 

recognized public-key algorithms, due to 

its Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithmic 

Problem (ECDLP). Equation (2) denotes 

to the general form of elliptic curve in 

Prime field GF (p). An elliptic curve 

group over real numbers contains the 

points on the equivalent elliptic curve, 

with O called the point at infinity.  

4m
3
+27b

2
 mod p ≠ 0    (1) 

  y
2
=x

3
+ax+b mod p                  (2) 

Scalar point multiplication is the 

primary operation in ECC, in 

cryptographic terms, that is performed 

through a combination of point additions 

and point doublings. 

 Scalar point multiplication computes 

the Point Q(x, y):  

            Q(x, y)=k*P(x,y)                   (3)                                                                        

 

Where a point P(x, y), an affine co-

ordinate is multiplied by an integer k, 

which results in another point on the 

curve, Q(x,y). From ECDLP, given P(x, 

y) and Q(x, y) = k* P(x, y), it is difficult 

to find k.  A base point, G(x, y) generator 

point, is fixed for each curve. The random 

large integer, k acts as a private key; 

while multiplying k by the base point, 

G(x, y) results in corresponding public 

key. The best recognized technique for 

solving this problem is computationally 

infeasible for large values of k and the 

running time is completely exponential, 

in comparison with RSA or DSA, which 

have sub-exponential resolving speeds. 

 
 ECC POINT OPERATIONS 

Point Inverse 

If P = (x, y) Є E (Fp), then (x, y) + (x, 

– y) = ∞. The point (x, – y) Є E (Fp) and 

is called the inverse of J.   

Given a point P(x1, y1) on an elliptic 

curve, -P(x1, y1) represents its inverse. 

The inverse of a given point can be 

computed using Equation 4.         

                      

-P(x1, y1)=P(x1, p- y1)                      (4)                                                                

 

Point Addition  

The Addition operator is defined over 

E (Fp) and it can be seen that E (Fp) 

forms an abelian group under addition. 

The addition operation in E (Fp) is 

specified by Equation (5)   

 P + ∞ = ∞ + P = P, P Є E (Fp)                                                                

(5)   
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Fig 1. The addition of two points. 

If P = (x1, y1) Є E (Fp) and K = (x2, 

y2) Є E (Fp) and P ≠ Q, then R= P + Q = 

(x3, y3) Є E (Fp).    Given two points on 

an elliptic curve, P (x1, y1) and Q(x2, y2), 

then the addition of those points results in 

L(x3, y3) which lies on the same curve as 

shown in Figure 1. It is figured using 

Equation 6, Equation 7 and Equation 8 as 

given in [4] and [5].                              

 λ= (y2-y1)/(x2-x1)                    (6)      

 x3= λ
2
-x1-x                                  (7)            

 y3= λ(x1-x3)-y1                           (8) 

 

Point Doubling 

 

 
Fig.2  Doubling of a point 

If P = (x1, y1) Є E (Fp), then R = 2 P 

= (x3, y3) Є E (Fp). Let J(x1, y1) be a 

point on the elliptic curve, then point 

doubling yields L(x3, y3) which lies on 

that curve as shown in Figure 2.  It is 

computed using Equation 9, Equation 10 

and Equation 11 as given in [4] and [5].                        

 

λ = (3x1
2
+ a) / (2y1)              (9)                                

x3= λ
2
-2x1                            (10)                                                                                                                              

y3=λ(x1-x3)-y1                     (11)  

                                             

Scalar Multiplication 

 

Given a point P(x1, y1) on the curve, to 

find k* P(x1, y1), where k is any integer, 

it needs repeated computations of point 

additions and point doublings. The reason 

for choosing prime fields is that distinct 

additive and multiplicative inverses exist 

for each number i.e. 0 to (P1) in the field 

of the prime number P. 

 

In this proposed work, the operations 

point addition, point inverse, point 

subtraction, scalar multiplication are 

carried out on the points received from an 

elliptic curve equation (2) given in table 

1. 

 ENCRYPTION AND DECRYP 

TION  PROCESS 

Figure 3 shows the Encryption block 

diagram which consists of three essential 

blocks, specifically point generation, 

matrix based mapping and knapsack 

encryption. While transmitting the 

information, both sender and receiver 

agree upon few conditions.   Input is an 

undeniable text that can be converted into 

binary information. In that, undeniable 

textual content each and every letter is 

mapped as points on elliptical curve. This  

points  are  generatedd  by using the  

chosen  equation, this  process  is  called  

as  points generation. After the points are 

generated, in preliminary mapping points 

are mapped to alphabets. In matrix based 

mapping, storing all generated points into 

matrix form. Selecting one non singular 

matrix, multiply matrix points utilizing 

point addition and doubling approaches. 

Encyption process includes two methods 

i.e, ECC encryption and knapsack 

process. Knapsack process uses the 
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knapsack vector to encrypt the ECC 

encrypted data resulting in binary 

representation of cipher textual 

content[15][16]. 

 

Figure 4 suggests the decryption block 

diagram.  Decryption Block Diagram 

consists  of  three major  blocks, namely  

knapsack  decryption block, matrix  

situated  de mapping  block, inverse  of  

point generation block, Encrypted cipher 

textual content can be decrypted through 

using knapsack decryption algorithm. It 

involves  two  steps  one is restoration  of  

bit  pattern from  the  encrypted  text  by 

way of  utilizing  inverse  knapsack  

method and an additional decrypted way 

of ECC decryption procedure. Computing 

an inverse of non-singular matrix, 

multiplying decrypted data points matrix, 

by making use of point addition and 

doubling elliptic curve generated points 

are obtained. Using inverse of point 

generation, change the points on elliptic 

curve to text. Then output will be the 

textual content [17][18][19].  

 

 
Fig 3. Flowchart of Encryption Process 

At the beginning mapping and De 

mapping can be completed through using 

Matrix mapping methodology. 

Encryption and Decryption is applied 

utilizing Knapsack algorithm. Scalar 

multiplication is a main operation in 

ECC. All  the  modules  are coded  

making use of Verilog language and 

simulation  is  completed  on Xilinx  ISE 

13.2 and  Spartan 6 , Kintex 5 and Artix 7 

FPGA s are  used  as  the  hardware.    

 

Fig 4. Flowchart of Decryption Process 

ELLIPTIC CURVE POINT 

GEBERATION 

In this proposed design the equation (2) 

of the elliptic curve is considered to 

generate the points on the curve. With 

this equation for simplicity, „a‟ value is 

„1‟; b value is „13‟ and prime number p is 

„31‟.  All the operation takes place in the 

prime field and 34 points are generated. 

All this points are repeated after 34 points 

because these points are cyclic. Every 

generated point in a curve is having its 

inverse. First 26 points in a curve is 
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considered as 26 alphabets and remaining 

points are considered as numbers are 

special characters.  

In point generation module instead  of   

ASCII  value,  input is text data  and  

output  is  the  x  and  y  mapping  points  

on  elliptic  curve. For Example “99” is  

the  ASCII  value  of   the  character  „c‟ 

whose  mapping  points on elliptic curve 

is  p(23,19), where x=23, y=19. This type 

of mapping is called preliminary 

mapping. This preliminary mapping 

output points is input to the matrix based 

mapping. Figure 5 is the point generation 

RTL schematic and Figure 6 the point 

generation simulation result. Generated 

points are shown in table 1.    

 

Fig 5. Generation of Points 

 
Fig 6. Timing Waveform of Elliptic Curve 

Points 

 

Table 2. Generated points of Elliptic curve 

 

MATRIX MAPPING AND DE 

MAPPING METHOD  

 
Both the sender and receiver agree upon 

few unique interactions between them 

that includes the elliptic curve equation, 

(G (Fp)) Set of elliptic curve points, (P(x, 

y)) Base (Generator) point of the elliptic 

curve, (A) Alphabets and special 

characters set, (T) Mapping points set, (X 

and X
-1

) Non-singular matrix and its 

Inverse with only integer values, (k) 

Private key of Receiver, (g) Secret key of 

Sender.  If A (sender) wishes to transmit 

a message "CRYPTOGRAPHY" to B 

(receiver).  The generator point P = (9, 

10), with a = 1, and b = 13. Then, 

representing the above message into a 

stream of points as follows: {(23, 19), 

(19, 28), (16, 23), (19, 3), (26, 10), (5, 9), 

(6, 24), (19, 28), (9, 10), (19, 3), (24, 29), 

(16, 23)}. 

 

Matrix mapping method is the conversion 

of generated points in to another set of 

points in the elliptical curve. This is 

nothing but multiplication of generated 

points and non-singular matrix.    

After generating, the points, using matrix 

based mapping approach these points are 

further mapped to gain high security. The 

matrix mapping module has 12 inputs and 

12 outputs. Inputs to these matrix 

mapping points are (23,19),(19,28), 

(16,23), (19,3), (26,10), (5,9), 

(6,24),(19,28),(9,10),(19,3),(24,29),(16,2

3).  The output  points getting  from  

these matrix mapping module  are (22,4), 

(16,18), (9,4) ,(2,25) ,(15,24), (29,2) 

,(12,24) , (5,27) ,(7,4) ,(0,30) ,(7,0) 

(8,25). 

 

Procedure for Matrix Mapping of 

Points on Curve 
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 1: Convert given message into points on 

elliptic curve (P) 

 2: Form Matrix P with mapped points on 

elliptic curve 

 3: Compute Q by multiplying P with 

non-singular matrix (A) 

 4: Treat resultant values as matrix 

mapped points (M) 

 

P=

[
         

               
               

] 

A=[
         
         
         

]  

[
     
     
    

] 

 

In step 4, the Multiplication of matrix P 

and matrix A is performed with addition 

and doubling of points. M = A*P.  This 

results in another set of points M = 

[m1,m2…..mn].  Figures 7, Figure 8, 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the RTL 

Schematic of Implementation of point 

addition and doubling to perform scalar 

point multiplication. 

The complete mapping and conversion of 

points are shown in table 4. The matrix de 

mapping method is same as the matrix 

mapping method. This method is 

performed by Multiplication of mapped 

data with inverse of non-singular matrix. 

This method retrieves the mapping 

inputs.  

 

Fig.7 Point Addition 

 

 
 

Fig.8 Simulation output of Point Addition 

 

 
Fig 9. Point Doubling 

 
 

Fig.10 Simulation output of Point Doubling 
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ELGAMAL ALGORITHM 

Elgamal Encryption 

With sender‟s key g = 20 and receiver‟s 

key k = 16, the encrypted pair of points 

[C1, C2] are calculated as follows.  To 

find the encrypted points for „U‟=(25, 15) 

= Qi   =29P. 

 

Encrypted pair of points = [C1, C2] 

=>[(gP), Qi +k*gP], [20P, Qi+16*20P] 

=> 

[20P, Qi+14P]=> [(26, 10), Qi + 

(14P)]=>  [20P, 9P] => [(26, 10), (16, 

8)] 

 

Elgamal Decryption 

While message decrypting , receiver 

determines  k(gP) from the first fragment 

of the encrypted couple of points, then 

subtract it from the second portion to 

acquire, Qi + g(kP) - k(gP) = Qi + gkP - 

glP = Qi. By using the equation D = (C2-

kC1) decrypted points can be discovered. 

To find the decrypted point for „X‟, i.e., 

the decrypted point is [D7] => (C2-kC1) 

=> [(18P – 16(20P)] => [(18P – 14P] => 

4P => (4, 22). 

 

KNAPSACK ALGORITHM  

This algorithm is the most efficient 

algorithm for the security of the data 

transmission over an internet. Knapsack 

cryptography is an important class of 

public-key cryptosystems in the area of 

public-key cryptography. It involves no 

expensive modular exponentiations, 

which makes the encryption and 

decryption much more efficient than 

discrete logarithm based and factorization 

based cryptosystems. For a long time, 

knapsack-type cryptosystems were 

considered to be the most attractive and 

the most promising due to their high 

speed of encryption and decryption and 

NP-completeness nature. Many knapsack 

type cryptosystems were developed in the 

history of knapsack public-key 

cryptography especially in the 1980s, and 

the cryptographic applications of some 

variants of the knapsack problem were 

also investigated [16].  

The Pseudo code for knapsack algorithm 

is written below. 

Knapsack algorithm consisting of two 

steps one is ECC encryption with 

Elgamal algorithm and second one is 

knapsack process on ECC encrypted data. 

 

Pseudo code for Knapsack Decryption 

Process consisting of ECC decryption 

with Elgamal algorithm, followed by 

knapsack process on ECC encrypted data 

is given in Table 2. 

 
Table 2.Knapsack Encryption Process 
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Fig.11 RTL Schematic of Knapsack Process 

The plain text input to the knapsack 

module is 8 bit data as given in Figure 11 

and Figure 12. The output is 17 bits, 

which is taken as input to the Inverse 

knapsack module as shown in Figure 11 

and the process is explained in Table 3. 

 
Fig.12  Knapsack process result 

 
Table 3.Knapsack Decryption Process 

 
 

 

Fig.13 RTL Schematic of Inverse 

Knapsack Process 

The 17 bit cipher text input to the Inverse 

knapsack module as given in Figure 13 

and Figure 14. The output is 8 bits and 

the process is explained in Table 3. 

 

Fig.14 The inverse knapsack process 

result 

COMPUTATIONAL AND 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 
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Fig 15. Elgamal Encryption inputs 

 

The outputs shown in Figure 15 and 

Figure 16, consists of two co- ordinates 

(x1,y1) = (cax , cay) and (x2,y2) = ( cx, 

cy). (cx,cy) has  12 outputs for 12 

characters and (cax,cay) is  same output 

for all the 12 characters. (cax, cay) = (8,0) 

and (cx,cy) = (2,17) ,(1,27), (17,7), (5,0), 

(6,0), (5,0), (22,20), (26,24), (28,6), (8,3), 

(8,22), (28,6).  

The Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the 

output of integrated module. It consists of 

point generation module, matrix based 

mapping module, knapsack encryption 

module, knapsack decryption module and 

matrix based de mapping, inverse point 

generation.  

Input text is “CRYPTOGRAHY” that can 

be mapped into points on elliptical curve. 

Input is 8 bit encrypted data is 17 bit. (cx, 

cy) encrypted points are (4,257) ,(1,325), 

(257,21), (17,0), (20,0), (17,0), (276,272) 

,(324,320) ,(336,20), (64,5) ,(64,276) 

,(336,20) and (cax, cay) points are (64,0).  

 

 

Fig.16  Elgamal Encryption outputs 

 

 

Fig 17. The Encrypted data‟s of Knapsack 

encryption and decryption top module 

 
Fig.18 The Knapsack encryption and 

decryption top module outputs 

 

After decryption the original message 

“CRYPTOGRAPHY” is retrieved. Figure 

11 gives Knapsack encryption and 

decryption module inputs. Figure 18 is 

Knapsack encryption and decryption 

module outputs. 
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Table 5 gives the device utilization for 

the different processes involved in the 

complete operations. In Spartan 3E 

FPGA device, the Xilinx application run 

out of memory and cannot simplify the 

operator module. The LUTs and Slice 

Registers utilization is very less in Artix 

and Kintex as compared to Spartan 6; this 

gives a choice to the application 

developer to choose the FPGA that 

provides more space to develop other 

applications on same FPGA. The time 

required for the processes are in terms of 

picoseconds that indicates very less 

computational time is required for the 

complete crypto processor compared to 

previous implementations given in table 

1.  

Table.4 Encryption and decryption of points 

with matrix mapping

 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

AND DISCUSSIONS 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography provides a 

secure means of exchanging keys among 

communicating hosts using the Diffie 

Hellman Key Exchange algorithm. 

Encryption and Decryption of texts and 

messages have also been attempted. This 

work presents the implementation of ECC 

by first transforming the message into an 

affine point on the EC, and then applying 

the knapsack algorithm on ECC 

encrypted message over the finite field 

GF (p). In ECC we normally start with an 

affine point called Pm(x, y). This point 

lies on the elliptic curve. In this work we 

have illustrated encryption/decryption 

involving the ASCII value of the 

characters constituting the message, and 

then subjecting it to the knapsack 

algorithm. We compare our proposed 

algorithm with RSA algorithm and show 

that our algorithm is better due to the 

high degree of sophistication and 

complexity involved. It is almost 

infeasible to attempt a brute force attack. 

Moreover only one parameter, namely the 

Knapsack vector ai alone needs to be kept 

secret. On the contrary in RSA, three 

parameters such as the modulus n, its 

factors p and q need to be kept secret. 

Table.5 Device Utilization for Knapsack 

process and Point inverse on Spartan 6 

 

Table 6. Timing details 

Minimum Period 1.985 ηseconds 

Maximum 

Frequency 

503.702MHz 

Minimum input 

arrival time 

1.872 ηseconds 

Maximum output 

required time 

0.511 ηseconds 

Maximum 

combinational path 

delay 

No path delay 

found 

 

The arrival of this development 

environment has addressed a number of 

the widespread concerns relating to 

WSNs [28][29][30][31]:  
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Strength of Security: The architecture 

that has been implemented is on a par 

with previous implementations with 

respect to area, delay and speed. 

Scalability: Key management has been 

of great concern in WSNs. The 

mechanism of ECC reduces concerns 

regarding key management.  

Resource Consumption: Considering 

the ideals of WSNs in relation to one-use 

devices, this is within the bounds of 

acceptability. There is provision for 

improvement in the area.  

Speed/Efficiency: There is no 

combinational path delay; however this 

may differ with larger data and key size.  

The input data of smaller size is used to 

check for suitability for Wireless Sensor 

Nodes and since the matrix calculation 

requires more computation time. The 

implementation of LUT in coding design 

becomes complex. As the bit size 

increases; memory requirement becomes 

more as affects the energy utilization in 

networks, thereby network lifetime. We 

can manipulate data with dissimilar 

representation to provide protection along 

with knapsack. 

CONCLUSIONS  

Utilization of shorter key length in ECC 

is highly suitable for the user by 

consuming less power, minimum area 

and minimum bandwidth. Because of its 

hardware realization and software 

efficiency ECC is more efficient than 

RSA. In this work, a matrix mapping 

methodology and knapsack algorithms 

are implemented. In matrix mapping 

procedure transfer all alphabetic character 

into points on elliptic curve is defined. 

Encryption and decryption of mapping 

points is employed through knapsack 

algorithm. In mapping  method  there is 

complicated to guess  the  words  through 

it does  no longer  show any  regularity 

and  knapsack algorithm  avoids brute 

force  attack by growing  confusions. The 

language used to code these modules is 

Verilog. The modules are integrated to 

receive matrix mapping, Knapsack 

encryption, knapsack decryption and de 

mapping. The complete crypto process is 

executed with frequency of 503.702MHz. 

No Maximum combinational path delay is 

found in the implementation of modules. 

In comparison with previous works the 

area utilization and computational time 

required in this work is very less, thus 

satisfying the resource constraints‟ of 

wireless sensor nodes. 
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